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Westland sale divides 
local opinions 

 
“She’s gone” is the quote from one South 

Westland farmer at his reaction to the news of 
a prospective sale of Westland Milk Products 

to Hong Kong Jingang Trade Holding Co., 
Limited, a subsidiary of the Chinese dairy giant 

“Yili”.  

The proposed deal would see  Jingang take 
control of all of Westland Milk Products shares 
(@$3.41 pr share) as well as taking over debt 
and liabilities which the embattled company 
has been wracking up in a deal totalling $588 
million. They have committed to pick up from 
all suppliers here on the West Coast and 
guarantee to match or better the milk payout of 
Fonterra for the next 10 years. Although there 
are still several processes that must be taken 
before the sale is finalised, it looks as though it 
will all be formalities from here. 

Opinions on this subject are very strong for 
and against however there is no clear bias as 
to which is the most popular. 

At first glance it seems as though its a fair 
deal. It secures a fair price and guaranteed 
pick up which here on the coast can be a feat 
in itself with some of the remote farms in the 
region.  

However those who are less thrilled with the 
idea feel as though everything that they have 
worked for to remain proudly independent has 
all been in vain and that selling our company 
will result in us inadvertently selling our entire 
industry and selling ourselves out of the 
market. 

Although the idea of ten years of relative 
certainty seems appealing to many, equally as 
many are weary that ten years in the dairy 
industry is not a long time at all, and jumping 
into a deal may be a short sighted solution to a 
long term headache. Once that ten year 
agreement expires the new owners will be able 
to run the company however they please 
leaving the current shareholders and suppliers 
with no say.  

 
Like it or loathe it it seems this deal will go 
ahead because at this stage there is no other 
chance for a positive outcome.  
 

Karamea Radio 
Invites you to warm up the airwaves 
this winter with the smooth sounds of 
whatever you feel. 
Due to recent toy throwing incidents 
there are a few extra spaces open so 
don’t be shy. Come in and put your 
name up on the board and you’re 
away laughing! Remember its a 
community led initiative so be 
respectful and considerate to others 
it is all supposed to be fun!

 
 

Winter Pool Competition 
Karamea winter pool nights are going on again 

this year but we are in need of at least one 
more team. Wednesday night through winter, 

teams of 4 playing around the tables in 
karamea with bragging rights to the best 

players this side of the bluff. Everyone needs a 
bit of socialization through the dark winter 
months so get a crew together and come 

down for a bit of friendly competition. 
Contact Kate Grey on 969. 

Or Peter Currie on 848 
********** 

 
Karamea Ladies Coffee  

Morning 
Last Friday of every month 10.30am 

at the church on Waverly St. 
ALL ladies welcomed for light morning 
tea and warm company any question 
or for assistance contact: Lynda on 

816 or Ruth on 899 
 

SOUTH TERRACE WEATHER 
Heads up, it’s just five weeks till 

Winter.  Expect slightly above 

temperatures with potential of heavy 

rain for this winter.  These events are 

due to the warm sea surface temps 

and El Niño is expected to continue 

during the upcoming three-month 

period. It is going to be a warmer 

winter; with quite a few rain events 

rather than snow events.  Get your 

gumboots ready.   

 

 
Nature Ahead Closed until 24 June. Thanks to 
everyone in our community for your ongoing 

support and we will see you all when we 
return. 

To pre-book appointments email : 
lenafischbach@gmail.com  

 
 

 
Just a little gossip on new faces in the clinic. 

   
Two possible new budding “Rural Nurses” 
are gracing the clinic with their presence 

over these few months.  
Nursing Student Abi is just completing her 6 
weeks in Karamea and next to join us will be 

Naomi at the end of April, 
for her six weeks rural clinical placement. 

These students are studying nursing through 
Ara Polytechnic in Christchurch and are in 

their third year  of study. 
Thank you for making them feel so welcome. 

  
Cheers 
Jenny 

 
  ******************************** 

 
On behalf of the Whisper News and the 

wider community we would like to extend 
our warmest condolences to Wayne, Asha, 
Sean and Owen for the loss of their beloved 

wife and mother Andrea. Andrea was a 
strong brave and much loved woman and 
she will be sorely missed among those left 

behind in Karamea and  
Little Wanganui.  

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
 

BON VOYAGE, TEX 

 



Lonely Hearts 
  
 
Tall, handsome, well-built, articulate, 
intelligent, yet often grossly inaccurate 
man, 35, Cynics (and some cheap 
Westport psychiatrists) may say 
‘pathological liar’, but I like to use 
‘creative with reality’. Join me in my 
hilltop mansion overlooking the 
tasman sea with your own private 
tennis court and helipad.  
 
I put the phrase ‘five-header bisexual 
orgy’ in this ad to increase my Google 
hits. Really, I’m looking for someone 
who likes hearty soups and jigsaws of 
kittens. Woman, 62, Wangapeka. 
 
Cynical late middle aged woman seeking 
companion. Hobbies include crying and hating 
men.  
 
Woman, 36, would like to meet a 
man who doesn’t try to high-five 
after sex. 
 
This advert is about as close as I 
come to meaningful interaction 
with other adults. Woman, 51. Not 
good at parties but tremendous 
breasts. 
 
Looking for a mute, devoted husband who 
will give me plenty of space! Preferably 
more attractive than me. Won't feel 
threatened by my having “friends”. Must 
Love Cats! 
 
I keep a stash of depends for those 
wild nights out. I am the absolute life 
of the party you’ll see, I’ll be the talk 
of the town reasons obscene. Show me 
some love and I’ll NEVER leave!  I’ll be 
your withering old gypsy till you fulfill 
my needs. 

 

Karamea bowls 
tournament round up 
The Annual Karamea Men’s 2-Day 4’s Bowls 
Tournament was played the last weekend of 
March with 14 teams from Christchurch 
Greymouth Murchison and Westport along 
with one local team. It came down to the last 
end of the last game of day two where Peter 
Langford sent an amazing bowl down which 
left the kitty in the ditch and his bowl on the 
edge giving the Karamea team the final end. 
The players had no idea how crucial that 
game was to the final result 

After seeking a second opinion due to results 
being so tight it was decided. After a total of 
seven games there were five teams on five 
wins. The eventual winners by one end for 
the first time since 2009... KARAMEA! 
Consisting of Brian Jones (skip), Dave 
Copping, Peter Langford and Ken Trathen. 
Second place was Gillie’s team from 
Murchison. The players enjoy this 
tournament so much that most book next 
year’s accommodation before they go home!! 

The tournament wouldn’t happen without a 
lot of input from the small band of club 
members and willing helpers… 

Brian Jones the hardworking greenkeeper. 

Debbie Langford organises the teams 
sponsorship and prizes. 

The exceptional lunches!!!!!  

Thanks to all the fantastic ladies......Judy, 
Rayma, Sheryl, Pam, Debbie and Barbara. 

Bar lady..Pamela Greenwell 

The Dishwasher…...Dick 

This tournament has been extremely 
fortunate to have had sponsorship from Pub 
Charity for many years. Without this support 
it would be much more difficult to fund. We 
needed 56 prizes this year. We have some 
long standing local sponsors who generously 
support us. Jack from Farmlands, Diana from 
Karamea Village Hotel, Kathryn of Heritage 
Jewellers, Kevin at Mitre 10 for the great 
deals, SM Lowe Contracting and Russell 
Anderson for the lamb that’s raffled over the 
weekend. 

The Bowling club would love to have some 
more locals come and give the game a go 
next summer. Watch out for the Twilight 
Bowls from about Nov and Business House 
Bowls played in Jan/Feb. To keep these 
facilities available new members are 
essential. Come on out and have a play! 

 
 

Bye Bye to the yurt for the 
winter 

Yes, the Yurt is closing for the season! 

Time to roll up the lattice and call it a day on                       
what has been a successful season for the               
Yurt and for our communities efforts. 

ANZAC weekend will be our final hurrah,             
until we return for Whitebait season           
(September, for all you who live under a               
rock). On Sunday 28 April the doors will               
close at 3PM in which all vendors need to                 
come and take out all their wares. There               
will be a BBQ after closing for all that                 
were a part of the running of the yurt.                 
Thanks to everyone involved! It was a             
successful first season as a cooperatively           
run shop; even greater success is the $3K               
that was raised to give to a local               
community project. Thanks for all your           
entries winners announced on the final           
Sunday 28th April.  

Suggestion box is still at the yurt so if you                   
have any ideas for next season; don't be shy!                 
Fifi will be back on front of Vinnies selling                 
beautiful Karaka Meats on Fridays 11AM to             
1PM. Tony is looking for a muralist to do                 
some art work on the corrugated walls so if                 
anybody has any ideas get in touch with him.                 
Moving forward @ The Cross: There have             
been discussions about developing a 24 seat             
movie theatre in the back shed! What next!               
Watch this space for more to come!   

Until September, we thank everyone for their             
support and look forward to what we can               
achieve next year!  

 

Harvest Banquet 
Thanks to the all the folks who brought along 

delicious kai and gathered together for the 
Harvest Banquet at the Bush Lounge last 

weekend. Special thanks fly out to Nova and 
Slava for the beautiful decorations and to Vinnie 

for being so accommodating. As usual, the 
spread was impressive, and we all left with full 

bellies and warm hearts talking of making 
community potluck meals a more regular thing. 

More info on a potential May pot luck to 
come.... there’s already talk of what people are 

bringing to Pudding Club! 
 
 

 



Te Maia was a great chief who lived in 
Whakatu(Nelson).  One day he felt the need to 
be alone, so he journeyed into the mountains 
behind his home.  He noticed a cave into 
which he climbed to rest. Inside was a large 
nest containing an egg.  He lay down beside it 
and went to sleep.  While he was resting the 
egg began to hatch; Te Maia helped the young 
one out of the egg and they became brothers. 
As the young Hokioi grew older, he learned to 
fly with Te Maia on his back. In time, Te Maia 
became Te Maia Kahurangi  - the man-eagle- 
and regularly flew  from Whakatu to Karamea, 
up to Onetahua (Farewell Spit) surveying and 
patrolling his land before returning to his nest 
above Whakatu.   

 
Rough sketch of statue to be placed somewhere in 
Karamea.  Funded by DIA Community-led grant.  

350 kilos, Bronze 
Wingspan 3 meters 

6 meter height atop Arapito rock 
Donated by SM Lowe contractors 

 
Karamea Asks 

Locals thoughts on the erection of 
the statue depicting the Haast eagle 
carrying chief Te Maia? And exactly 

where to place said statue? 
 

Although after questioning several groups of 
locals,it was overwhelmingly clear that people 
were not happy about this going ahead with 

the majority of people outraged at the budget 
with the sentiment that the money would be 
wiser spent elsewhere was resounding. With 
comments like “they can jam it up their….” 

Or “NOWHERE” as a response when quizzed 
about possible placement. Which was 
earmarked for the RSA. however this notion 
was quashed. 

 
I put this to the community though, what is the 
big deal? Why don't we want a piece of art 
representing an icon from our local folklore 
standing pride of place in our town. All we are 
focusing on is the cost and the fact it's being 
made in Australia. When it hasn't cost those so 
vocally complaining anything. It's those who 
have given so much time and effort to get the 
grants required to get this project off the 
ground who have spent the most.Hats off to 
them I say! And to everyone else I say live and 
let live, it may not be your thing but for others it 
represents something poinginant and if they 
have given their time and effort the last we can 
do is be appreciative. I’m personally all for it 
and i think it will be another step in the process 
of revamping the cross. I also agree the RSA 
is the perfect location. Consultation is needed 
but please everyone voice your opinions. 

Community 
notices 

 
REMINDER:  SUBMISSIONS TO 

COUNCILS ANNUAL PLAN DUE 6 MAY 
WWW.BULLERDC.GOVT.NZ/PLANS 

 
Karamea Info Centre WInter 

Hours as of 29 April: 
Monday toFriday  9 to 4 PM 

Saturday 9 to 1 PM until 31 August 
 

************************************** 
 
Wonder when the council will sort out the 
driveways and paths for the elderly down 
behind the RSA? 
 

THANK YOU STEPHANIE MC NABB FOR 
HELPING THE WHISPER NEWS GET OUT 

THERE TO THE CORNERS OF THE DISTRICT! 
 
WHY CAN’T WE PULL DOWN THE 
RAINBOW WELCOME TO KARAMEA 
SIGN AND PUT UP A BETTER WELCOME 
SIGN WITH ALL THIS PROVINCIAL 
FUNDING????? Anonymous resident 
 
WE LOVE TO HEAR THE LAUGHTER OF 

CHILDREN RIDING BIKES ON 
“GREENSTREET” -BEHIND THE SHOPS 
IN THE CBD; THANKS TO THE LOCALS 
WHO PARKED THEIR VEHICLES AND 
TRAILERS IN THE WAY MAKING A 

GREAT PLAYGROUND FOR THE VILLAGE 
KIDS.   

 
 
Did you know that the Karamea Aerodrome is 

more busy than Westport Airport? 
 
 
 

Gotta love a moisty 

 
 
 

Karamaea Tomatoes 
Tomatoes and aubergines finishing up 

Capsicums and cucumbers for sale 
Moving to winter hours 
Mon and thurs mornings 

Drop in! 
 
 

Muralist wanted.  See Tony at The 
Cross. 

AUTUMNAL ASTROMAN 
The Sun is setting earlier each day now and with 
daylight savings over we can checkout the night 
sky well before 7pm. The planets are still mostly 
morning objects although Mars is hanging on low 

in the northwest.  Jupiter will be visible in the 
east mid evening with Saturn rising around 

10.30pm. These two will be better placed for 
viewing in the coming months. Did anyone get up 

and try to spot Mercury?  It's still visible in the 
morning sky during April rising nearly 2 hours 

before the sun. Look for it below brilliant Venus 
high in the east an hour before sunrise.  

If the Mercury challenge was too much for you I'll 
give you a easier target. We've talked about 
Orion and the great nebular M42 before. As 
Orion is getting lower in the West, it's a good 

time to grab some binoculars and check out this 
constellation. It's the one that looks like a 

saucepan. Pay close attention to the handle of 
the pot (Orion’s sword) and you should see the 
nebular as a fuzzy star. Binos 50mm or larger 
will let you see some structure. This is where 

stars are being formed from hydrogen gas.  As 
with most astronomical observations you get 

better views if the sky is dark - best if the moon 
isn't up. Looking in the opposite direction, (East) 
another obvious constellation is rising above the 

mountains. Scorpius is lying on its side, see if 
you can trace it out.  Might be easiest to locate 

the stinger first then work towards the head 
passing bright red Antares.  Antares is a red 

giant star and is nearing the end of its life. It has 
around 20 times the mass of our Sun and like all 
red giants is expanding as it runs out of fuel.  It is 

so big that if placed where our Sun is it would 
extend to the orbit of Mars!  Sometime soon it 

will go supernova probably creating a black hole. 
When it explodes it will be spectacular outshining 
the full moon for months and will be visible in the 
daytime sky.  As it's 600 light years away it may 

have already exploded. 
Sirius in Canis major and Canopus in Carina 

are overhead. These are the two brightest stars 
in the sky (after our Sun of course). In the 

northeast Virgo and Leo are coming up. High in 
the northeast, above Virgo, you should see four 
stars forming a square. This is Corvus. These 

constellations have many bright galaxies 
scattered through them.  This is because we 
are looking towards the Virgo galaxy cluster. 
The  recently imaged black hole lies at the 

centre of M87 which is the biggest galaxy in the 
cluster. You can see M87 in bino's if you know 

where to look. 
The southern cross is getting high in the 

eastern sky and soon the winter Milky Way will 
be overhead which looks amazing on 

moonless nights away from artificial lights - 
conditions you lucky Karameans can find.  So 

get out towards the end of April (full moon 
april 19) and enjoy the night sky.  

The Virgo and Ligo gravity wave detectors are 
back up and will work together for the next  year 

detecting black hole mergers, Neutron star 
mergers and maybe white dwarf mergers. I'm 
part of a collaboration getting alerts when an 

event happens so we can try and see the visible 
light afterglow, hence pinpointing the position of 
the event. This has only been done once before. 

Happy viewing 



 
Quotes To Live By 
 
The best thing about the future is it comes one day 
at a time” - Abraham Lincoln  
 
“At every party there are two kinds of 
people - those who want to go home 
and those who don’t. Trouble is they 
are usually married to each other” 
-Ann Landers 
 
“An alcoholic is someone you don’t like who drinks 
as much as you”  
 
“Never go to a doctor whose office 
plants have died”  - Erma Bombeck 
 
“We learn from experience that men never learn 
from experience” - George Bernard Shaw 
 
“All men are equal before fish” - 
Herbert Hoover 
“Worrying is like paying a debt you don’t owe”- 
Mark Twain. 
 

The path to inner peace starts 
with three simple words… 

not my problem! 
 
 

D.I.Y. = Don’t involve yourself 
 

 
 

 
THE WHISPER NEWS  NOW 

AVAILABLE FOR SUBSCRIPTIONS! 
$10/YEAR! 

Subscribe  to  GUARANTEE your 
copy of THE FABULOUS “WHISPER” 

NEWS ...VIA EMAIL FOR A PDF 
COPY, OR A HARD COPY IN THE 

MAIL  
Subscribe! 

karameawhisper@gmail.com 
 

Also keep up with us on facebook 
https://www.facebook.com/thewhisper

news/ 

 
 

FARMERS TIP #9 
Been hearing there’s an absolute shortage of 
the male Homo sapiens. I don’t know whether 

that’s true ( or not) but I can give you a hot 
“ tip“ if you’re lookin’ for one. SIAFD or South 
Island Agricultural Field Days for those out of 

the loop seemed to have a 70/30 ratio of 
thems lookin’ for what they ain’t got, So ,being 
a skip a year type of event (unless ya want to 

go to Southland next year), it gives you 2 
whole years to hitch up ya panties & get over 
to Kirwee for bit of sightseein’, failing a love 
match made in heaven you may even come 
back with a new Massey Ferguson, which is 

pretty much the same thing. Happy Hunting! 
 

 

 
 
A huge thank you to our biggest 
supporter of The Whisper News and of 
our great community 

Sandy @ Karamea Hardware 
Copies are available at 

hardware!  You rock Sandy! 
 
Karamea  
Hardware 
 

It’s that time of year again! 
We have plenty of slippers 

and warm socks! Come 
take a look! 

KARAMEA POOL UPGRADE 
The Karamea Pool has closed for the season; and this 
next term the upgrades and repairs will begin, thanks 
to Karamea Area School allocating monies from their 

$5 mill they got to upgrade the school.  Project 
manager, Allwyn Gourlie has begun to get local quotes 

for the upgrade of the changing sheds, fences and 
gates, and updating pumps. 1 November is the 
opening day of the pool and we look forward to 

enjoying the upgrade our swimming pool board has 
worked hard to keep our pool going!  

Allwyn would like to kindly remind ANYONE WHO HAS 
A POOL KEY TO PLEASE RETURN IT! 

 
 

Got an opinion? The Whisper News 
needs to know! 

Karameawhisper@gmail.com 
www.facebook.com/thewhispernews/ 
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